Among the vaious benchmark problems designed to compare and evaluate the performance of multiobjective optimizers, there is a lack of real-world applications that are commonly accepted and, even more important, are easy to use by different research groups. The main reason is, in our opinion, the high effort required to re-implement or adapt the corresponding programs.
Introduction
The field of evolutionary multiobjective optimization (EMO) has been growing rapidly since the first pioneering works in the mid-1980's and the early 1990's. Meanwhile numerous methods and algorithmic components are available, and accordingly there is a need for representative benchmark problems to compare and evaluate the different techniques.
Most test problems that have been suggested in the literature are artificial and abstract from real-world scenarios. Some authors considered multiobjective extensions of NP-hard problems such as the knapsack problem 27 , the set covering problem 13 , and the quadratic assignment problem 14 .
Other benchmark problem examples are the Pseudo-Boolean functions introduced by Thierens 23 and Laumanns et al. 15 that were designed mainly for theoretical investigations. Most popular, though, are real-valued functions 7, 6 . For instance, several test functions representing different types of problem difficulties were proposed by Zitzler et al. 24 and Deb et al. 9 .
Although there exists no commonly accepted set of benchmark problems as, e.g., the SPEC benchmarks in computer engineering, most of the aforementioned functions are used by different researchers within the EMO community. The reason is that the corresponding problem formulations are simple which in turn keeps the implementation effort low. However, the simplicity and the high abstraction level come along with a loss of information: various features and characteristics of real-world applications cannot be captured by these artificial optimization problems. As a consequence, one has to test algorithms also on actual applications in order to obtain more reliable results. Complex problems in various areas have been tackled using multiobjective evolutionary algorithms, and many studies even compare two or several algorithms on a specific application 7, 6 . The restricted reusability, though, has prohibited so far that one or several applications have established themselves as benchmark problems that are used by different research groups. Re-implementation is usually too labor-intensive and error-prone, while re-compilation is often not possible because either the source code is not available, e.g., due to intellectual property issues, or particular software packages are needed that are not publicly available.
To solve this problem, we present a computer engineering application, namely the design space exploration of packet processor architectures, that
• provides a platform-and programming-language-independent interface that allows the usage of pre-compiled and executable programs and therefore circumvents the problem mentioned above, • is scalable in terms of complexity, i.e., problem instances of different levels of difficulty are available, and • is representative for several other applications in the area of computer design 3, 10, 26 .
The application will be described in terms of the underlying optimization model in Section 2, while Section 3 focuses on the overall software architecture and in particular on the interface. Section 4 demonstrates the application of four EMO techniques on several problem instances and compares their performance on the basis of a recently proposed quality measure 28 . The last section summarizes the main results of this chapter.
Packet Processor Design
Packet processors are high-performance, programmable devices with special architectural features that are optimized for network packet processing a . They are mostly embedded within network routers and switches and are designed to implement complex packet processing tasks at high line speeds such as routing and forwarding, firewalls, network address translators, means for implementing quality-of-service (QoS) guarantees to different packet flows, and also pricing mechanisms.
Other examples of packet processors would be media processors which have network interfaces. Such processors have audio, video and packetprocessing capabilities and serve as a bridge between a network and a source/sink audio/video device. They are used to distribute (real-time) multimedia streams over a packet network like wired or wireless Ethernet. This involves receiving packets from a network, followed by processing in the protocol stack, forwarding to different audio/video devices and applying functions like decryption and decompression of multimedia streams. Similarly, at source end, this involves receiving multimedia streams from audio/video devices (e.g. video camera, microphone, stereo systems), probably encrypting, compressing and packetizing them, and finally sending them over a network.
Following the above discussion, there are major constraints to satisfy and conflicting goals to optimize in the design of packet processors:
• Delay Constraints: In case of packets belonging to a multimedia stream, there is very often a constraint on the maximal time a packet is allowed to stay within the packet processor. This upper delay must be satisfied under all possible load conditions imposed by other packet streams that are processed simultaneously by the same device.
• Throughput Maximization: The goal is to maximize the maximum possible throughput of the packet processing device in terms of the number of packets per second.
• Cost Minimization: One is interested in a design that uses a small amount of resources, e.g., single processing units, memory and communication networks.
• Conflicting Usage Scenarios: Usually, a packet processor is used in several, different systems. For example, one processor will be implemented within a router, another one is built into a consumer device for multimedia processing. The requirements from these different applications in terms of throughput and delay are typically in conflict to each other.
All of the above constraints and conflicting goals will be taken into account in the benchmark application.
Design Space Exploration
Complex embedded systems like packet processors are often comprised of a heterogeneous combination of different hardware and software components such as CPU cores, dedicated hardware blocks, different kinds of memory modules and caches, various interconnections and I/O interfaces, run-time environment and drivers, see, e.g., Figure 1 . They are integrated on a single chip and they run specialized software to perform the application. Typically, the analysis questions faced by a designer during a systemlevel design process are:
• Allocation: Determine the hardware components of the packet processor like microprocessors, dedicated hardware blocks for computationally intensive application tasks, memory and busses.
• Binding: For each task of the software application choose an allocated hardware unit which executes it.
• Scheduling Policy: For the set of tasks that are mapped onto a specific hardware resource choose a scheduling policy from the available run-time environment, e.g., a fixed priority.
Most of the available design methodologies start with an abstract specification of the application and the performance requirements. These specifications are used to drive a system-level design space exploration 17 , which iterates between performance evaluation and exploration steps, see also Thiele et al. 19, 20 , and Blickle et al. 3 . Finally, appropriate allocations, bindings, and scheduling strategies are identified. The methodology used in the benchmark application of this paper is shown in Figure 2 . One of the major challenges in design exploration is to estimate the essential characteristics of the final implementation in an early design stage. In the case of packet processor design, the performance analysis has to cope with two major problems which make any kind of compositional analysis difficult: (1) The architecture of such systems is highly heterogeneousthe different architectural components have different computing capabilities and use different arbitration and resource sharing strategies; (2) the packets of one or different packet streams interact on the various resources, i.e., if a resource is busy in processing one packet, others have to wait. This interaction between packet streams is of a tremendous complexity and influences packet delays and memory usage.
There is a large body of work devoted to system-level performance analysis of embedded system architectures, see Gajski et al. 12 and the references therein. Currently, the analysis of such heterogeneous systems is mainly based on simulation. The main advantage of using simulation as a means for performance evaluation is that many dynamic and complex interactions in an architecture can be taken into account, which are otherwise difficult to model analytically. On the other hand, simulation based tools suffer from high running times, incomplete coverage, and failure to identify corner cases. Analytical performance models for DSP systems and embedded processors were proposed in, e.g., Agarwal 1 , or Franklin and Wolf 11 . These models may be classified under what can be called a "static analytical model". Here, the computation, communication, and memory resources of a processor are all described using simple algebraic equations that do not take into account the dynamics of the application, i.e., variations in resource loads and shared resources. In contrast to this class of approaches, the models we will use in here may be classified under "dynamic analytical models", where the dynamic behavior of the computation and communication resources (such as the effects of different scheduling or bus arbitration schemes) are also modeled, see, e.g., Thiele and co-workers 16, 22, 4 .
Applications to stream-processing have been reported in different publications 21, 18, 19, 5 .
we associate a relative implementation cost cost(r) ≥ 0. The allocation of resources is described by the function alloc(r) ∈ {0, 1}. To each resource r there are associated two functions β Initially, we specify all available processing units as our resource set R and associate the corresponding costs to them. For example we may have the resources R = {ARM9, MEngine, Classifier, DSP, Cipher, LookUp, CheckSum, PowerPC}. During the allocation step (see Figure 2) , we select those which will be in a specific architecture, i.e., if alloc(r) = 1, then resource r ∈ R will be implemented in the packet processor architecture.
The upper and lower service curves specify the available computing units of a resource r in a relative measure, e.g., processor cycles or instructions. In particular, β u r (∆) and β l r (∆) are the maximum and minimum number of available processor cycles in any time interval of length ∆. In other words, the service curves of a resource determine the best case and worst case computing capabilities. For details, see, e.g., Thiele et al. 18 .
Software Application and Binding
The purpose of a packet processor is to simultaneously process several streams of packets. For example, one stream may contain packets that store audio samples and another one contains packets from an FTP application. Whereas the different streams may be processed differently, each packet of a particular stream is processed identically, i.e., each packet is processed by the same sequence of tasks.
Definition 2:
We define a set of streams s ∈ S and a set of tasks t ∈ T . To each stream s there is an ordered sequence of tasks V (s) = [t 0 , ..., t n ] associated. Each packet of the stream is first processed by task t 0 ∈ T , then successively by all other tasks until t n ∈ T .
As an example we may have five streams S = {RTSend, NRTDecrypt, NRTEncrypt, RTRecv, NRTForward}. According to Figure 3 , the packets of these streams when entering the packet processor undergo different sequences of tasks, i.e., the packets follow the paths shown. For example, for stream s = NRTForward we have the sequence of tasks V (s) = [LinkRX, VerifyIPHeader, ProcessIPHeader, Classify, RouteLookUp, ... , Schedule, LinkTx].
Definition 3:
The mapping relation M ⊆ T × R defines all possible bindings of tasks, i.e., if (t, r) ∈ M , then task t could be executed on resource r. This execution of t for one packet would use w(r, t) ≥ 0 computing units of r. The binding B of tasks to resources B ⊆ M is a subset of the mapping such that every task t ∈ T is bound to exactly one allocated resource r ∈ R, alloc(r) = 1. We also write r = bind(t) in a functional notation.
In a similar way as alloc describes the selection of architectural components, bind defines a selection of the possible mappings. Both alloc and bind will be encoded using an appropriate representation described later. The 'load' that a task t puts onto its resource r = bind(t) is denoted as w(r, t). Figure 4 represents an example of a mapping between tasks and resources. For example, task 'Classify' could be bound to resource 'ARM9' or 'DSP'. In a particular implementation of a packet processor we may have bind(Classify) = DSP, i.e., the task 'Classify' is executed on the resource 'DSP' and the corresponding execution requirement for each packet is w(DSP, Classify) = 2.9. Of course, this is possible only, if the resource is allocated, i.e., alloc(DSP) = 1. Figure 1 , there is a memory associated to each processing element. Within this memory, all packets are stored that need to be processed by the respective resource. The run-time environment now has different scheduling policies available that determine which of the waiting packets will be processed next. In the benchmark application, we suppose that only preemptive fixedpriority scheduling is available on each resource. To this end, we need to associate to each stream s a fixed priority prio(s) > 0, i.e., all packets of s receive this priority. From all packets that wait to be executed in a memory, the run-time environment chooses one for processing that has the highest priority among all waiting packets. If several packets from one stream are waiting, then it prefers those that are earlier in the task chain V (s).
Run-time Environment and Scheduling According to
Application Scenarios A packet processor will be used in several, possibly conflicting application scenarios. Such a scenario is described by the properties of the input streams, the allowable end-to-end delay (deadline) for each stream and the available total memory for all packets (sum of all individual memories of the processing elements). The upper and lower arrival curves specify upper and lower bounds on the number of packets that arrive at the packet processor. In particular, α u s (∆) and α l s (∆) are the maximum and minimum number of packets in any time interval of length ∆. For details, see, e.g., Thiele et al. 21 .
Definition 6:
The packet processor is evaluated for a set of scenarios b ∈ B. The quantities of Definition 5 are defined for each scenario independently.
In addition, whereas the allocation alloc is defining a particular hardware architecture, the quantities that are specific for a software application are also specific for each scenario b ∈ B and must be determined independently, for example the binding bind of tasks to processing elements and the stream priorities prio.
Performance Analysis It is not obvious how to determine for any memory module, the maximum number of stored packets in it waiting to be processed at any point in time. Neither is it clear how to determine the maximum end-to-end delays experienced by the packets, since all packet flows share common resources. As the packets may flow from one resource to the next one, there may be intermediate bursts and packet jams, making the computations of the packet delays and the memory requirements non-trivial.
Interestingly, there exists a computationally efficient method to derive worst-case estimates on the end-to-end delays of packets and the required memory for each computation and communication. In short, we construct a scheduling network and apply the real-time calculus (based on arrival and service curves) in order to derive the desired bounds. The description of this method is beyond the scope of this chapter but can be found in Thiele et al. 21, 18, 19 .
As ,s) , where the scaling factor ψ b is different for each scenario. Now, binary search is applied to determine the maximal throughput such that the constraints on delay and memory are just about satisfied.
For the following discussion, it is sufficient to state the following fact:
• Given the specification of a packet processing design problem by the set of resources r ∈ R, the cost function for each resource cost(r), the service curves β u r and β l r , a set of streams s ∈ S, a set of application tasks t ∈ T , the ordered sequence of tasks for each stream V (s), and the computing requirement w(r, t) for task t on As a result, we can define the criteria for the optimization of packet processors.
Definition 7:
The quality measures for packet processors are the associated cost cost = r∈R alloc(r)cost(r) and the throughput ψ b for each scenario b ∈ B. These quantities can be computed from the specification of a HW/SW architecture, i.e., alloc(r), prio(b, s) and bind(b, t) for all streams s ∈ S and tasks t ∈ T . Now, the benchmark application is defined formally in terms of an optimization problem. In the following, we will describe the two aspects, representation and variation operators, that are specific to the evolutionary algorithm implementation. Figure 2 and Definition 7, a specific HW/SW architecture is defined by alloc(r), prio(b, s) and bind(b, t) for all resources r ∈ R, streams s ∈ S and tasks t ∈ T . For the representation of architectures, we number the available resources from 1 to |R|; the tasks are numbered from 1 to |T |, and each stream is assigned a number between 1 and |S|. Recombination The first step in recombining two individuals is creating exact copies of the parent individuals. With probability 1 − P cross , these individuals are returned as offspring and no recombination takes place. Otherwise, crossing over is performed on either the allocation, the task binding or the priority assignment of flows. With probability P cross−alloc , a one-point crossover operation is applied to the allocation vectors A 1 and A 2 of the parents: First we randomly define the position j where to perform the crossover, then we create the allocation vector A new1 for the first offspring as follows:
Representation Following
Similarly, A new2 is created. After this exchange in the allocation of resources, the repair method is called, to ensure, that for all tasks there is at least one resource allocated, on which the task can be performed.
If the crossover is not done within the allocation vector, it is performed with probability P cross−bind within the binding of tasks to resources. In detail, a scenario b ∈ B is randomly determined, for which the crossover of the binding vectors should happen. Then, a one point crossover for the binding vectors 
The binding Z new2 can be determined accordingly.
Finally, if the crossover is neither in the allocation nor in the binding of tasks to resources, the crossover happens in the priority vector. For a randomly selected scenario b, the priority vectors P 1 [b] and P 2 [b] are crossed in one point to produce new priority vectors P new1 and P new2 following a similar procedure as described above.
Mutation First, an exact copy of the individual to be mutated is created. With probability 1−P mut , no mutation takes place and the copy is returned. Otherwise, the copy is modified with respect to either the allocation, the task binding, or the priority assignment.
We mutate the allocation vector with probability P mut−alloc . To this end, we randomly select a resource i and set A new [i] = 0 with probability P mut−alloc−zero , otherwise we set A new [i] = 1. After this change in the allocation vector, the repair method is called, which changes infeasible bindings such that they all map tasks to allocated resources only.
In case the mutation does not affect the allocation vector, with probability P mut−bind we mutate the binding vector Z new [b] for a randomly determined scenario b ∈ B. That is we randomly select a task and map it to a resource randomly selected from the specification. If the resource is not yet allocated in this solution, we additionally allocate it.
If we do neither mutate the allocation nor the binding, we mutate the priority vector for a randomly selected scenario b. We just exchange two flows within the priority list P new [b] .
Software Architecture
So far, we have discussed evaluation, representation and variation for the proposed benchmark application. In the following, we will discuss how these components are combined with the fitness assignment and selection components. The overall software architecture is shown in Figure 5 . It depicts how the application itself is separated from the multiobjective optimizer via a text-based interface. In this context, the two main questions are: (i) which elements of the optimization process should be part of the implementation of the benchmark application and (ii) how to establish the communication between the two parts?
General Considerations
Essentially, most proposed multiobjective optimizers differ only in their selection operators: how promising individuals are selected for variation and how it is decided which individuals are removed from the population. Accordingly, most studies comparing different optimizers keep the representation of individuals and the variation operators fixed in order to assess the performance of the selection operators, which form the problemindependent part of the optimization process 7, 6 .
Consistently with this approach, the packet processor benchmark module consists of the individual handling including their representation and the objective function evaluation, as well as the variation operators (see Figure 2 and its extension in Figure 5 ).
The division of the optimization process into two parts raises the prob-
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Density Estimation lem of communication between the benchmark application and the optimizer. Several options can be considered: restricting oneself to a specific programming language that is available on many platforms, e.g., C or Java, would allow to provide the modules as library functions. However, coupling two modules which are written in different programming languages would then be difficult, and it would in any case be necessary to re-compile or at least re-link the program for each optimizer. Alternatively, special communication mechanisms like UNIX sockets, which are independent of the programming language, could be used. The drawback is, though, that these mechanisms are not supported on all platforms. We have therefore decided to implement the benchmark and the optimizer as separate programs which communicate through text files. The use of text files guarantees that any optimizer can be coupled to the benchmark even if the two programs are written in different programming languages and run on different machines with different operating systems as long as both have access to a common file system. This flexibility does certainly not come for free. There is an additional overhead in running time; however, it is minimal and can be neglected in the case of real world applications as a series of tests have shown 2 .
The interface developed for this benchmark application has been proposed and described in detail in Bleuler et al. 2 . This concept named PISA b is applicable in a much wider range of scenarios since the chosen separation between selection and variation is suitable for most evolutionary multiobjective optimizers as well as for many other stochastic search algorithms. Additionally, the interface definition provides means for extensions to adjust it to specific needs. In the following we describe the main characteristics of the interface and especially its communication protocol.
Interface Description
As mentioned above the two parts shown in Figure 5 are implemented as separate programs. Since the two programs run as independent processes, they need a method for synchronization. The procedure is based on a hand shake protocol which can be described using two state machines (see Figure  6 ). In general only one process is active at one time. When it reaches a new b PISA stands for 'Platform-and programming-language-independent Interface for Search Algorithms' state it writes this state, encoded as a number, to a text file. During that time the other process has been polling this state file and now becomes active, while the first process starts polling the state file. Specifically it works as follows. Both programs independently perform some initialization, e.g., reading of parameter files. During this step, the benchmark application generates the initial population and evaluates the individuals. It then writes the IDs of all individuals and their objective values to a file and changes the state number. As soon as the optimizer is done with its initialization, it starts polling the state file ('wait' state in Figure 6 ). When the state number is changed by the benchmark application, the optimizer reads the data file and selects promising parents for variation (in 'select'). Their IDs are written to another text file. The optimizer can maintain a pool of IDs it might consider again for selection in future iterations. The list of these archived IDs is also written to a text file. Then the state number is changed back. The benchmark program, which had been polling the state file, now (in 'variate') reads the list of archived IDs and deletes all individuals which are not on this list. Then the benchmark reads the IDs of the parents and produces offspring by variation of the respective individuals. They are evaluated, IDs and objective values are written to the text file, and the cycle can start again.
Since the optimizer only operates in the objective space, it is not necessary to communicate the actual representation of the individuals to the optimizer. The amount of data exchanged is thus small. For the exact specification of the protocol and the format of the text files see Bleuler et al. 2 .
Test Cases
The packet processor benchmark application has been implemented in Java. The corresponding tool EXPO, which has been tested under Solaris, Linux and Microsoft Windows, provides a graphical user interface that allows to control the program execution (c.f. Figure 7) : the optimization run can be halted, the current population can be plotted and individual processor designs can be inspected graphically.
In the following, we will present three problem instances for the packet processor application and demonstrate how to compare different evolutionary multiobjective optimizers on these instances. 
Problem Instances
We consider three problem instances that are based on the packet processing application depicted in Figure 3 . The set of available resources is the same for all the problem instances. The three problem instances differ in the number of objectives. We have defined a problem with 2 objectives, one with 3 and a scenario including 4 objectives. For all the different instances one objective is in common, the total cost of the allocated resources. The remaining objectives in a problem instance are the performance Ψ b of the solution packet processor under a given load scenario b ∈ B. In Table 1 the different load characteristics for the remaining objectives are shown. Overall, three different loads can be identified; in Load 1 all flows have to be processed; in Load 2 there are only the three flows real-time voice receive and send, and non-real-time (NRT) packet forwarding present; in Load 3, the packet processor has to forward packets of flow 'NRT forward' and 
encrypt/decrypt packets of flows 'NRT encryption' and 'NRT decryption', respectively. The size of the search space for the given instance can be computed as follows. In the problem setting, there are 4 resource types on which all the tasks can be performed. Therefore, we have more than 4 25 possibilities to map the tasks on the resources. Furthermore, the solution contains a priority assignment to the different flows. There are 5! possibilities to assign priorities to the flows. So, if we take into account that there are other specialized resources available, the size of the search space is S > 4 25 × 5! > 10 17 already for the problem instance with 2 objectives and even larger for the instances with 3 or 4 objectives. As an example, an approximated Pareto front for the 3-objective instance is shown in Figure 8 -the front has been generated by the optimizer SPEA2 25 . The x-axis shows the objective value corresponding to Ψ Load2 under Load 2 (as defined in Table 1) , the y-axis shows the objective value corresponding to Ψ Load3 , whereas the z-axis shows the normalized total cost of the allocated resources.
The two example architectures shown in Figure 8 differ only in the allocation of the resource 'Cipher', which is a specialized hardware for encryption and decryption of packets. The performance of the two architectures for the load scenario with real-time flows to be processed is more or less the same. However, the architecture with a cipher unit performs around 30 times better for the encryption/decryption scenario, at increased cost for the cipher unit. So, a designer of a packet processor that should have the capability of encryption/decryption would go for the solution with a cipher unit (solution on the left in Figure 8 ), whereas one would decide for the cheaper solution on the right, if there is no need for encryption. 
Simulation Results
To evaluate the difficulty of the proposed benchmark application, we compared the performance of four evolutionary multiobjective optimizers, namely SPEA2
25 , NSGA-II 8 , SEMO 15 and FEMO 15 , on the three aforementioned problem instances. For each algorithm, 10 runs were performed using the parameter settings listed in Tables 2 and 3 ; these parameters were determined based on extensive, preliminary simulations. Furthermore, all objective functions 
where dim denotes the problem dimension. Figure 9 shows a graphical interpretation of the additive ε-quality measure. The coverage measure C(A, B), which is used as an additional reference here, returns the percentage of solutions in B which are dominated by or equal to at least one solution in A.
Due to space restrictions, not all results can be presented here; instead, we will focus on the main ones. Overall, we can state that there exist differ- ences in the performance of different evolutionary algorithms on the packet processor design space exploration benchmark problem. From the results of the benchmark study, we can see that the SPEA2 and NSGA-II perform comparably well. For the problem with 2 objectives, NSGA-II performs slightly better than SPEA2, whereas SPEA2 performs better for 4 objectives with respect to the chosen performance measures; this confirms results presented in a study by Zitzler, Laumanns, and Thiele 25 . The distributions of the coverage and the additive ε-quality measure values between SPEA2 and NSGA-II are depicted in Figure 10 . In both the cases, for 2 and 4 objectives, NSGA-II achieves a better value for coverage over SPEA2, but for more objectives, SPEA2 finds solutions that lead to smaller values for I ε + than NSGA-II. Furthermore, we can see that FEMO, a simple evolutionary optimizer with a fair selection strategy, performs worse than the other algorithms for all the test cases (see Figure 11 for details) -again, with respect to the two performance measures under consideration. Note that because of the implementation of selection in FEMO, it is possible that a solution is selected for reproduction multiple times in sequence. This behavior can decrease the impact of recombination in the search process with FEMO. With respect to both coverage and especially the additive ε-quality measure, SPEA2 is superior to FEMO. SEMO, in contrast, performs similarly to FEMO for the case with 2 objectives; however, SEMO shows improved performance with increasing number of objectives. 
Summary
This chapter presented EXPO, a computer engineering application that addresses the design space exploration of packet processor architectures. The underlying optimization problem is complex and involves allocating resources, binding tasks to resources, and determining schedules for the usage scenario under consideration. The goal is to minimize the cost of the allocated resources and to maximize the estimated performance of the cor- responding packet processor architecture for each distinct usage scenario. Especially the last aspect, performance estimation, is highly involved and makes the use of black-box optimization methods necessary. As shown in the previous section, the application reveals performance differences between four selected multiobjective optimizers with several problem instances. This suggests that EXPO is well suited as a multiobjective benchmark application.
Moreover, the EXPO implementation provides a text-based interface that follows the PISA specification 2 . PISA stands for 'platform-and programming-language-independent interface for search algorithms' and allows to implement application-specific parts (representation, variation, objective function calculation) separately from the actual search strategy (fitness assignment, selection). Therefore, EXPO can be downloaded as a ready-to-use package, i.e., pre-compiled for different platforms; no modifications are necessary to combine it with arbitrary search algorithms. In addition, several multiobjective evolutionary algorithms including SPEA2 
